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Multiple Cases Cleared with the Arrests of Juveniles   
      

PENSACOLA, Fla. – Three juveniles were arrested Wednesday in connection to a burglary ring 
involving vehicle burglaries, residential burglaries and stolen vehicles. Most of these burglaries 
were committed on the west side of town on weekdays between the hours of 9:00 am and 4:00 
pm while most victims were at work. The vehicle burglaries were committed at night between 
the hours of 11:00 pm and 5:00 am. ALL THE VEHICLES BURGLARIZED HAD BEEN LEFT 
UNLOCKED. During the residential burglaries spare car keys were taken and the suspects would 
return later to steal the victim’s car.  
 
Joshua Morris stole a car from the Tom Thumb store on Cerny Road on February 26.  The victim 
had left his keys in the car and left the vehicle running while he was inside the store. Property 
Crimes investigators were conducting surveillance on this date in reference to this burglary ring, 
and quickly responded to the Tom Thumb and obtained the vehicle information. A few minutes 
later, investigators located Morris driving the stolen car in Mayfair. Morris failed to stop and 
fled from deputies in the vehicle. Deputies cancelled the pursuit, however we were able to 
relocate Morris walking down Patricia Avenue later that same night carrying a large amount of 
property. After a brief foot pursuit he was arrested and the stolen car was located behind the 
Angler Lounge on Patricia Avenue.   
 
Further investigation implicated suspects Bodiford and Edwards and at this time 12 burglary 
cases have been cleared by charging these suspects. The investigation is ongoing and further 
suspects may be identified.   

 
Joshua Morris 6/24/99 15 
Deonte Bodiford 9/17/98 16 
Nathan Edwards 10/22/98 16  
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